
HOW TO

CREATE AN ORDER FROM YOUR
CUSTOMER’S MAP

When placing an order for your customer, the order can be created from an existing map in the

customer’s account.

This document covers:

Creating an order from a customer’s map

Creating an order without a map

Adding a product to the order

CREATING AN ORDER FROM A CUSTOMER’S MAP

1. Navigate to the ‘NEW ORDER’
tab at the top left side of the page.

2. Once you’re in the ‘NEW ORDER’
screen a pop up will appear, here

select ‘Create New Order’.

3. Another pop up will appear asking

you to select a map. From here

you can either type in the search

bar or scroll through the maps to

find the relevant map. Once

you’ve found the map, select it in

dark blue and click the ‘include’
button.
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4. This will then bring you through

to the order page. Sometimes the

customer will default to the

owner of the map whether this is

the correct customer or you.

Make sure you check in the left

hand column that the customer is

correct.

5. Now that you’ve checked the

customer you can select areas for

product placement. To do this you

need to select the blue plus

button in the top left corner of

the map. Once you have the blue

plus select with the green

surrounding it you can now select

areas for coverage. You can also

select the red plus for product

exclusion.

CREATING AN ORDER WITHOUT A MAP

1. Follow steps 1 and 2 from above

until you get to the ‘Select Map’
pop up screen, here you select

‘Cancel’ to not include a map.

Once you’ve selected ‘Cancel’ the

pop up will disappear and you will

now be in the order screen.

2. From here you can use the ‘Find
Address’ button up the top right

corner of the page to find the

customer’s address.
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3. Once you’re at the relevant address

and ready to add some coverage to

the order. To add coverage without a

map we need to use the blue

pentagon.

4. From here you can draw coverage

onto the map, remember to click once

at every corner or change of direction

and double click to complete the

shape.

ADDING A PRODUCT TO AN ORDER

You want to make sure you add a product to an order to get an estimated product total.

1. In your order, navigate down the left

hand side bar to ‘Products’. Click the

white plus next to products to expand

it.
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2. Now click on the green plus button to ‘Add
Product’. This will bring up a drop down

menu to select a product. Here you can also

add another product or a one use product

(note these options will not show up for

your customers).

3. Once you’ve selected a product you will

then get more information under

‘Products’ in the left column. Here you can

either enter a total amount of product and

TracMap online will calculate a Kg/Ha

amount for you, or you can add an

application rate and it will calculate (with

the selected coverage area) the total

amount of product (which will show up at

the top left hand side of the map).

4. Once you have this calculated product total

make sure you put it in the left hand column

under the product (or the order won’t

actually hold that value).
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